The molecular insight into the antihyperuricemic and renoprotective effect of Shuang Qi gout capsule in mice.
Shuang-Qi gout capsule, a traditional Chinese medicine prescription, has been used in the treatment of, gout arthritis, arthralgia and inflammation. Since renal urate overload associated with severe disability including gout, elimination of excess renal uric acid is highly essential. Therefore, in this study we evaluated the antihyperuricemic and the renoprotective effect of the Shuang Qi gout capsule (SQ) with elucidation of its mechanism. We assessed the antihyperuricemic activity of SQ on urinary and serum uric acid, creatinine, blood urea nitrogen, fractional excretion of uric acid (FEUA) and glomerular filtration rate of creatinine and uric acid in potassium oxonate (PO) - induced mice as well as in non-induced mice. To illuminate the mechanism of antihyperuricemic activity, we investigated renal transport activity and the expression of mRNA levels in PO-induced and non-induced mice by western blot and RT-PCR methods. SQ showed significant reduction in serum uric acid, creatinine and blood urea nitrogen levels and marked elevation of urine uric acid, creatinine and FEUA levels only in hyperuricemic mice. Furthermore, SQ could recover the altered expressions of proteins and mRNA levels of all the main renal transporters significantly in dose dependent manner. SQ could effectively regulate the main renal transporters denoted its denote probable antihyperuricemic mechanism of SQ and its dose dependent uricosuric effect. In addition, SQ attenuated the deleterious effects of hyperuricemia with renal dysfunction. Thus SQ could be a potent antihyperuricemic agent which can perform as a safer and effective agent in the management of hyperuricemia via regulating the renal transporters.